
painting & decorating

CALLING AROUND THE players in painting & decorating in 
January reveals the DIY category as being as crowded, tight and 
competitive as ever.

And, judging by how hard it’s been to get people on the phone 
or answer emails, it’s been a busy peak DIY season and suppliers 
and their customers have been fully occupied replenishing and 
stocking the shelves!

It’s clear that the two big DIY retailers are now year-round 
businesses, PlaceMakers too, pretty much, while trade facing 
operations including CARTERS and many ITMs for example 
shut their doors over Christmas and the New Year for relatively 
extended periods unless fulfilling commitments for customers.

Sika’s Tony Smith for one confirms that his retail customers 
now “expect service 52 weeks of the year” and that this places 
demands on his Distribution team to meet expectations.

“No doubt it’s busy out there,” he adds, looking at his sales 
for the month and growth which clearly reflects the effort Sika’s 
been putting into replenishing its customers’ shelves.

Given the ongoing growth in the proportion of multi-unit 
dwellings – apartments, townhouses, flats & units grew to 34% 
of total residential consents in November 2019 from 30% of 
the total in November 2018 – I’m keen to find out whether the 
change in the sort of new dwellings being consented and built is 
having any effect on the painting & decorating category.

If you take 20 apartments or townhouses versus 20 standalone 
houses, logically there would be fewer windows, less floor area, 
roofing, less materials per dwelling? 

Having said this, an intensive 50-60-apartment development 

What’s happening in and around 
the painting & decorating category 
this early in the new decade? Steve 
Bohling reports.

Smaller  
homes – 
LESS TO 
PAINT?

could be far better for sales of products and materials…
What’s Tony Smith’s take on this? 
Too early to read, perhaps, but, closely related to the above, he 

will confirm that Sika’s now complete, tested and appraised suite 
of passive fire protection products, “will be big” for the brand in 
2020 and will feature large around Sika’s various trade shows and 
conferences planned for the year.

We’ll be looking more closely at the effect of multi-unit 
dwellings as the new year develops.  
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Aspiring Walls has carefully chosen a selection of the best designs 

from leading wallcovering manufacturers around the world and 

placed them in two new Focus Collections for easier selection.

Images of lush flora and fauna combine to produce the 

popular trend that is Tropic Exotic while Black & White remains 

a strong, timeless trend creating bold statements for today’s 

interior décor. 

Easiest way to create maximum impact and “wow” factor to DIY 

reno jobs. Available at all good wallpaper stockists.

https://aspiringwalls.co.nz/

New wallpaper Focus Collections from Aspiring Walls
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0800 226 369  |  acme.co.nz

Sellotape®  Premium+ Washi 
MASKING TAPE RANGE

VERSATILE, DELICATE,
MULTI SURFACE

SHARP 
LINES

Available at leading merchants nationwide

UV Resistant Usage time

UP TO
60

DAYS

Range of tack 
level available

Indoor &
outdoor use

Premium Japanese Rice Paper
Up to 60 days clean removal

Unique ability to apply in layers

painting & decorating

Spraying covers more in 
less time
The Wagner Flexio 575 wall sprayer is a two-speed, all-purpose 

indoor and outdoor paint sprayer. Compatible with the range 

of Click & Paint spray attachments, simply add a standard spray 

attachment for fi ne-fi nishing and you have a sprayer that’s 

perfect for any project – indoors or out. 

The power of the turbine can be varied (low/high) to suit most 

coatings. The volume of paint can also be adjusted to suit the 

material being sprayed and the project type.

Comes with 1.3l i-Spray attachment, which allows acrylic 

interior paints to be atomised undiluted to achieve even paint 

coverage and a great fi nish. 

You can also spray thick exterior acrylics onto coarser surfaces 

so, instead of applying two coats of paint with a brush or roller, you 

spray the same amount of paint in much less than half the time.

www.wagner.co.nz

Using Rot-Fix 
around the home
Since releasing water-based Turbo Rot-Fix late last year, 

Chemspec has been overwhelmed by users fi nding many more 

uses for it than as a simple wood hardener to be used under 

Turbo Builder’s Bog fi ller.

Rot-fi x is a water-based, highly-penetrating liquid containing 

pre-polymers which react together on drying to make a fl exible 

plastic material that’s resistant to water, weather and sun.

Rot-fi x protects wherever two pieces of unprotected timber 

meet end-on, inside or out, easily protecting danger areas 

without major work until repainting is due. Simply spray or squirt 

Turbo Rot-Fix onto a joint and its super wetting powers will wick 

it deep into the dried-out joint. 

Repeat the application, wiping outside paint surfaces dry, until 

no more Rot-Fix is absorbed into the crack, hole or joint. 

Rot-Fix then dries and polymerises into a plastic material that 

impregnates and encapsulates the timber fi bres, protecting them 

from moisture absorption and removing the cellulose food-

supply of the rot and fungus spores, so they die off.

Another area is the garden. Apart from handrails, fences, lattice 

work, pilings, bench seats etc, Chemspec says Rot-Fix is ideal to 

seal and waterproof the stumps of pruned trees, which it does 

more deeply than common stump coatings, also preventing 

insect attack and ensuring the exposed stumps will not develop 

rot as they age.

Lastly, any garden furniture in contact with wet decking or 

ground is at risk where the end grain soaks up water. Here, Rot-Fix 

can add protection and waterproofi ng better (and deeper) than 

furniture oil, says Chemspec.

More uses are coming in all the time, for example in the 

preservation of dried plants and fl owers, or for craft work where 

it will preserve, strengthen and waterproof paper and cloth craft 

items.

An additional application is to prevent dust on concrete fl oors, 

as mentioned in a previous New Zealand Hardware Journal, which 

has proven to work really well on several factory fl oors.

www.chemspec.co.nz
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• Eco Friendly • Ultra-smooth finish •Crack resistant

soudal.co.nzFor technical assistance call 0800 70 10 80. Available at leading merchants nationwide.

PAINTING 
THIS SUMMER?
USE GORILLA 
PRO GAPS

Because we know the importance of preparation in 
delivering a great paint finish we have developed a unique 
gap filler to suit every task, every environment, every time.  
Gorilla Pro Gaps, because preparation is everything!
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Imagine if you could just spray a safe, water-
based product into this joint until it was 
thoroughly soaked and penetrated deep into 
the crevices. 
And then simply let it dry, cure and harden 
until there was a hardened interior in the 
joint that Builder’s Bog would chemically 
bond to making a solid repair, undetectable when painted.            

»  Merchandising
»  Product demonstrations
»  Technical back-up

Our team of professionals will assist you with:
Chemical Specialties Ltd. 

E-mail: sales@chemspec.co.nz 
www.chemspec.co.nz 

Chemical Specialties has developed a water based, ready-to-use 
product called Rot-Fix, that does just this.
It uses the latest self-crosslinking emulsion technology – Technology 
only recently developed for water-based products, where 
evaporation of the water activates a “sleeping” catalyst. This catalyst 
causes the liquid resin globules suspended in the water (i.e. the 
milky Rot-Fix emulsion) to crosslink and polymerise into a solid 
plastic, tightly bonding the rotted wood fi bres together again into a 
fully-hardened base for the Builder’s Bog repair to bond to.

Everything you need

to repair rotten wood

CALL US NOW 09 636 8618

Aalto Point 
adds gold…
2019 was a busy year for 

Aalto Paint. A large brand 

refresh saw Aalto take home 

three Gold awards at the Best 

Design Awards, the annual 

showcase of Kiwi design 

excellence run by Designers 

Institute of New Zealand.

Aalto and Auckland 

designers Studio South were 

awarded Gold in Packaging, Colour Graphics and Design Craft, 

with the judges saying: “Beautifully done. An everyday item 

elevated to a real premium product. No other paint looks like 

this.”

The awards recognise Aalto’s commitment to creating a 

premium paint and colour range and making it accessible to a 

wide market in NZ, says the company.

Looking ahead, 2020 will see Aalto continue to develop its 

range of scientifi cally-formulated, premium paint products and 

further expand its multi-pigmented colour range. 

www.aaltopaint.co.nz

Generational turnover paints a 
changing future
In Europe, as elsewhere, professional painters are ageing 

and retirements will soon enough add tension to an already 

substantial skills shortage.

Fully one third of Europe’s painters are over 55 years of age, 

says USP Marketing in The Netherlands, and will likely leave the 

profession in the next decade or so.

In the UK, where 60% of the painters are currently 55 years or 

older, this development is expected to hit hardest.

This generational turnover will also impact how merchants 

and paint brands address this changing professional market over 

time.

For example, of the painters that are 55+, less than half ever 

use online sources, whereas more than two thirds of the younger 

generation of professional painters say they use online sources 

for information and inspiration. 

In Spain and Poland, for instance, thanks to the lower average 

age of these professionals, there’s greater use of online sources 

than in other countries (where 78% and 62% of pro painters use 

the internet respectively).

www.usp-mc.nl/en/

Now you’re chalking!
Haydn’s latest range of Chalk Professional brushes just made it 

easier to achieve that perfect textured, vintage fi nish. 

The top quality, high density synthetic bristles are strong, yet 

pliable, allowing users to paint with style and fl air. 

They hold a high volume of paint and can also be used for 

applying milk fi nish paints and wax.

Available now in three user friendly sizes; Oval 35 & 55mm; and 

Round 30mm.

www.haydn.co.nz
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